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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Digital Content technology is transforming traditional knowledge industry structures, business models, 

and ways of doing things and is forming an important activity in its own right. Creating digital content 

strategies of increasing importance to national governments.  Particularly in cases where cultural and 

linguistic heritage is highly valued, these programs demonstrate the commitment of the public sector to 

providing the type of digital content desired by the citizenry. Mechanisms for the production, distribution 

and marketing of various kinds of digital content are necessary in these plans.   

 

Since 2003, ESCWA has recognized that the digital content industry is one of the main pillars for the 

knowledge-based economy and could provide many opportunities for investing in ICT in the Arab region.  

Whereas many challenges face the Arabic-speaking countries in developing this industry, the chances of 

success are considered enormous and attractive. 

 

Content, in its multitudes of forms, production and delivery constitutes the backbone of knowledge 

economies and provides the landscape for two distinct, yet overlapping, industries: the Media content 

industries (MCI) and the creative industries. 

 

According to the Connect Arab Summit 2012, “digital content has many forms (text, image, video, 

animation, audio, maps, or e-applications) and is in use for many functions (communication, news, 

networking, recruitment, entertainment, e-commerce, topic search, location based services, education, 

training, etc.). There are many tools and technologies to create and disseminate content. Online Digital 

content is the main driver for development of the Internet Ecosystem. Digital content is also penetrating 

broadcasting (TVs & Radio), Books, Music, Cinema, as we are becoming more and more a digital world. 

Digital content should be looked upon within the context of the environment and mechanisms to create, 

store, communicate and present it. This is not limited to the technological, but also the legal, and cultural 

dimensions. This holistic view is essential to deal with the right issues for its development”. 

 

The digital content industry and related services have experienced significant growth in recent years, 

much more than many other business sectors. Several different business models have emerged; some are 

based on subscriptions; others are based on advertisements; some are contractual to consumers and 

businesses. It is believed that the development and flourishing of a digital content market depends on 

broadband connectivity and its affordability, in addition to the creation of quality and popularcontent.  

 

Globally, the content industry is economically concentrated. The concentration comes as a result of 

few economic preferences, such as: access to very large venture capital and stock markets, or privileged 

access to large markets. Therefore, major players set the pace and the rules of the market, as well as the 

business models, on global and country levels. Many of the emerging businesses need to adapt and compete 

in this environment. Often, their best fate, if they are successful, would be to be bought off, with a largely 

overvalued offer, by one of the major players.  

 

The social and political transformation which has been taking place in the Arab region has created a 

quantum leap in production and access of Arabic content through social networks and other media 

applications, such as personal reporting and uploading of text and videos. So it was not surprising to find the 

Arabic language has jumped to seventh position in the list of top 10 languages of internet users by language 

for 2011.  

 

The global content market for 2011 was estimated by a Price Waterhouse Coopers to be just below 

$3000 B and is predicted to increase to $3800 B in 2015. The ESCWA/ Arab region‟s portion of the content 

market is estimated to be $88.8 B and $112.2 B for 2011 and 2015 respectively. And, if the assumptions 
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made in thisstudy are plausible, then the expected portion of DAC, out of total content for the region, is  

$18 B in 2011 and $26 B in 2015.  

 

Although the region is following global trends in content growth, one can easily spot gaps in segments 

of digital content such as e-Books and e-Learning. These segments have not developed as quickly as 

expected. Furthermore, centuries of heritage in the form of books and documents in Arabic provide excellent 

opportunities for digitization.  

 

Digital advertising is also identified as a key issue for the growth of DAC in the region. According to 

Arab Content 2012, only 2% of total advertising is in digital form. This means that one of the major sources 

of revenues for typical business models is very weak in the region. 

 

The end user/consumer segment of content is also expected to grow due to the growth of interest in 

social networks for political and social reasons. This trend has enhanced in the region in the last two years. 

 

It is evident that the potential for a digital content industry in the region is high. A gap between what 

can be done and what is available should provide incentives to governments and the private sector to 

promote growth and development of digital content industries and services in the region. The Arabic 

language is an effective platform for the region which justifies collaboration and an open regional market 

approach to its development. 

 

The study consists of four sections and a preview, in which, an account of ESCWA contributions to 

the subject of digital Arabic content since 2003 is summarized. Section I deals with definition of the two 

major sectors which provide the feed for digitization: the media content and the creative sectors, with large 

portions of both sectors being digitized, or are available for digitization in the future. Section I also provides 

an overview of the global status of digital content. Section II addresses the economic aspects of the DAC 

market. It provides an overview of the regional status of DAC, its structure and segmentation, estimation of 

the content market and other related topics. Section III deals with issues related to the industry‟s enabling 

environment, such as investments, government roles and policy, education and training, and partnership and 

collaboration. Section IV summarises a number of conclusions and proposes a list of recommendations 

which were found important to bring to the attention of the reader. Important amongst them are the 

following:   

 

 Development of policies and strategies for DAC development; 

 Improve the penetration and affordability of broadband; 

 The establishment of national/ regional foundations for the DAC industry; 

 Support and fund research and development in computational linguistics;  

 Invest in a regional partnership to develop automated tools for optical character recognition (OCR) 

for Arabic that should provide users with reliable, robust and fast tools for applications; 

 Establishment of content industries for e-Books and e-Learning in the Arabic language;  

 Encourage local/regional universities to partner with the industry; 

 Launch awareness campaigns through media, directed at schools and the young, on the beauty and 

wealth of the Arabic language, its heritage and culture, and the importance of preserving it through 

the process of digitization; 

 Governments‟ establishment of funds and encouragement of the banking sector in introducing 

venture capital support for start-ups and the creation of SME in DAC industry sector. 
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PREVIEW - ESCWA and Digital Arabic Content 
 

ESCWA recognized that the digital content industry provides many opportunities for investing in ICT 

in the Arab region as one of the main pillars for the knowledge-based economy.  Whereas many challenges 

face the Arabic-speaking countries in developing this industry, the chances of success are considered 

enormous. 

 

In 2003, following an expert-group meeting on Digital Arabic Content (DAC), the Information and 

Communication Technology Division at ESCWA launched the "Arabic Content Initiative" which aimed at 

the development of the digital content industry in the ESCWA/ Arab region. Within the framework of this 

initiative, ESCWA commissioned two studies; "Enhancing Arabic content on the digital networks" in 2003, 

and "Digital Arabic Content: opportunities, priorities and strategies" in 2005
2
. In 2007, ESCWA also 

organized an on-line workshop on promoting the digital Arabic content industryduring January-March 2007 

in which about 20 participants from countries in the region discussed a number of issues related to the DAC 

industry.  

 

The recommendations resulting from the workshop focused onthe role of the government as an enabler and 

funding source as well as on the need for national and regional DAC strategies, improving the regional ICT 

infrastructure,developing human resources, encouraging research and development (R&D) innatural 

language processing, regional collaboration and coordination in R&D activities, raising awareness in 

theregional media and content sector, and motivating the private sector to enter this industry, The full set of 

recommendations is available on the ESCWA Website
3
. 

 

The importance of giving high priority to the development of digital local content was stressed in the 

"Declaration of Principles" of the first phase of the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), 

particularly through action line C8 on cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diversity and local content. 

The same was also reflected in the “Regional Plan of Action for Building the Information Society”, which 

was prepared by ESCWA in 2004, for the "Arab Plan of Action" and was adopted by the Arab 

Telecommunications and Information Council of Ministers, and the "Tunis Agenda for the Information 

Society" during WSIS-II in 2005. 

 

At the level of industry, digital content provides numerous opportunities for investment in the Arab 

region. And despite the challenges facing the development of this industry, the opportunities for success are 

extensive, given the increased use of the Internet for socioeconomic activities and the presence of more than 

370 million Arabic speakers in the region. Augmented by Arabic-speaking emigrants and their families 

worldwide, these numbers ensure a large potential market for DAC products and applications. The market 

should encourage the establishment of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) for developing DAC 

applications; which would, in turn, allow for increased employment opportunities in the ICT domain and a 

positive step towards knowledge-based economies. 

 

Experiences from developed countries demonstrate the importance of government support for digital 

content in the national economies. A number of serious initiatives drawn from countries, including few from 

the ESCWA region, provide encouragement for replications and further initiatives. For example, Malaysia 

has launched an initiative for the digital content industry targeting young entrepreneurs entitled “The 

Integrated Content Development Program”. This initiative comprised two funds: one is specific for 

educational content and the other for social and community content. For example, Syria launched a national 

initiative to lay the foundation for a pioneering content industry through investments. 

                                                 
2 Both are available at: http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/projects/dac/docs.asp 

3http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/ictd/workshop/forum_a/default.asp 
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Between 2007 and 2009 a project entitled “Promotion of the Digital Arabic Content Industry through 

Incubation”, was implemented by ESCWA. The project aimed at contributing to the growth of the DAC 

industry in Western Asia by supporting and promoting the development of DAC applications using 

incubation facilities
4
.The project‟s outcomes included three studies on DAC in the region covering the latest 

trends, business models and incubation requirements. The project also launched a series of DAC 

competitions in five member countries for selecting the best innovative DAC projects that contribute to 

various socio-economic sectors. Winning proposals were incubated at partner technology incubators. 

As a result of the success achieved in this phase of the project, and the high quality maintained while 

conducting the competitions including the evaluation criteria used,
5
ESCWA decided to repeat the DAC 

competitioninsubsequent years and in several countries through a second phase of the project starting 2012. 

 

ESCWA‟s reports and publications on digital Arabic content are listed in Appendix (I). 

 

 

                                                 
4 Further information relating to the project is available at: http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/projects/dac/index.asp. 

5At least two of the incubated DAC applications have turned into active companies in the market.  
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I. GLOBAL TRENDS IN DIGITAL CONTENT RELATED INDUSTRIES 
 

A. DEFINITIONS 
 

Content in its multitudes of forms, production and delivery constitutes the backbone of knowledge 

economies and provides the landscape for two distinct, yet overlapping industries: the Media and Content 

Industries (MCI) and the creative industries. 

 

This study adopts the OECD definition of MCI which states: 

 

“The production (goods and services) of a candidate industry must primarily be intended to inform, 

educate and/or entertain humans through mass communication media. These industries are engaged 

in the production, publishing and/or the distribution of content (information, cultural and 

entertainment products), where content corresponds to an organized message intended for human 

beings”
6
. 

 

The definition deliberately avoids the mention of the word “digital” or ICT. Underlying this definition 

are the categories from the new statistical classification system for economic activities (ISIC rev.4
7
; United 

Nations, 2007). See Table (1) and Figure (1) for details.  

MCI is sometimes considered as part of thecreative industries sector, rather than overlapping. Creative 

industries are defined by UNCTAD as “the cycles of creation, production and distribution of goods and 

services that use creativity and intellectual capital as primary inputs;constitute a set of knowledge-based 

activities, focused on but not limited to arts, potentially generating revenues from trade and intellectual 

property rights;comprise tangible products and intangible intellectual or artistic services with creative 

content, economic value and market objectives; stand at the crossroads of the artisan, services and industrial 

sectors; and constitute a new dynamic sector in world trade”
8
. 

Table (1).  ISIC rev4 of the definition of the MCI sector 

Media Content Telecommunications and Software/computer programming 

ISIC Description ISIC Description 

581 
Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing 

activities  
61  Telecommunications  

5811  Book publishing  611  Wired telecommunications activities  

5812  Publishing of directories and mailing lists  6110  Wired telecommunications activities  

5813  Publishing of newspapers, journals and periodicals  612  Wireless telecommunications activities  

5819  Other publishing activities  6120  Wireless telecommunications activities  

                                                 
6OECD Joint Research Centre, Statistical, Ecosystems and Competitiveness Analysis of the Media and Content Industries, 

2012. 

7The International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities is a United Nations system for 

classifying economic data. The United Nations Statistics Division describes it in the following terms: Wide use has been made of 

ISIC, both nationally and internationally, in classifying data according to kind of economic activity in the fields of production, 

employment, gross domestic product and other statistical areas. ISIC is a basic tool for studying economic phenomena, fostering 

international comparability of data, providing guidance for the development of national classifications and for promoting the 

development of sound national statistical systems. 

8UNCTAD, creative Economy, 2010. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
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59  

Motion picture, video and television programme 

production, sound recording and music publishing 
activities 

613  Satellite telecommunications activities  

591  Motion picture, video and television programme activities  6130  Satellite telecommunications activities  

5911  
Motion picture, video and television programme 

production activities  
619  Other telecommunications activities  

5912  
Motion picture, video and television programme post-

production activities  
6190  Other telecommunications activities  

5913  
Motion picture, video and television programme 
distribution activities  

62  Computer programming, consultancy and related activities  

5914  Motion picture projection activities  620  Computer programming, consultancy and related activities  

592  Sound recording and music publishing activities  6201  Computer programming activities  

5920  Sound recording and music publishing activities  6202  
Computer consultancy and computer facilities management 

activities  

60  Programming and broadcasting activities  6209  
Other information technology and computer service 

activities  

601  Radio broadcasting  

 

6010  Radio broadcasting  

602  Television programming and broadcasting activities  

6020  Television programming and broadcasting activities  

639  Other information service activities  

6391  News agency activities  

6399  
Other information service activities (not elsewhere 
classified)  

 

Table (2) and Figure (2) show the categorization of creative industries based on the SIC code
9
.The 

outcome of the digitization process of content created or produced by MCI and/or creative industries is 

termed digital content.  

 

The digital content industry was described in the Connect Arab Summit 2012 as follows: 

 

Digital Content has many forms (text, image, video, animation, audio, maps, or e-applications) and is 

in use for many functions (communication, news, networking, recruitment, entertainment, e-commerce, topic 

search, location based services, education, training, etc.). There are many tools and technologies to create 

and disseminate content. Online Digital content is the main driver for development of the Internet 

Ecosystem. Digital content is also penetrating broadcasting (TVs & Radio), Books, Music, Cinema, as we 

are becoming more and more a digital world. Digital content should be looked upon within the context of the 

environment and mechanisms to create, store, communicate and present it. This is not limited to the 

technological, but also the legal, and cultural dimensions. This holistic view is essential to deal with the right 

issues for its development. This topic has been addressed directly by the World Summit on the Information 

Society (WSIS) where ITU is the Co-Facilitator of WSIS Action Lines: C3 (Access to information and 

knowledge), C8 (Cultural diversity and identity, linguistic diversity and local content)
10

. 

                                                 
9The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a United States government system for classifying industries by a four-

digit code. Established in 1937, it is being supplanted by the six-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS code), 

which was released in 1997; however certain government departments and agencies, such as the U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC), still use the SIC codes. 

10 Connect Arab Summit 5-7 March 2012 Doha, Qatar. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_American_Industry_Classification_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Securities_and_Exchange_Commission
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Securities_and_Exchange_Commission
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Globally, the landscapes of media content industry, creative industry and digital content industry are 

converging and the more the convergence the more mature and sustainable the resulting landscape becomes. 

See Figure (3). 

 

ESCWA is presently in the process of formulating a formal definition for Digital Arabic Content and 

its industry. The present definitions are as follows: 

 

Digital Arabic Content: Any content in Arabic represented in digital form on the Internet (or on CD, 

DVD and other formats).  It includes web-sites, portals, and e-services, as well as audio and video content.  

It also includes software, databases, open source products supporting Arabic language functionalities and 

tools, such as, but not limited to, Arabized software interfaces such as word processors, Arabic language 

processing software such as speech and character recognition programs, search and translation engines, 

etc.  

 

Digital Arabic Content Industry Is the collection of DAC related products and services generated, 

produced or distributed by organizations and enterprises of all sizes, as well as start-ups and individuals 

which enable access, use and exchange of Arabic content. 

 

The tools involved in the various stages of creating digital content are shown in Figure (4)
11

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11UNESCO, OECD,  The Relationship Between Local Content, Internet Development and AccessPrices. 
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Figure (1). OECD Classification of Media and Content Industries (MCI) 

Based on ISIC Rev. 4 
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Table (2).Categorization of creative industries 

 

Sector SIC code Description Sector SIC code Description 

Advertising 74.40 
Architecture and engineering activities and related technical 

consultancy 
Publishing 22.11 Publishing of books 

Art and antiques 52.48 Other retail in specialized stores   22.12 Publishing of newspapers 

  52.50 Retail sale in specialized stores   22.13 Publishing of journals and periodicals 

Crafts   Majority of businesses too small to be picked by business surveys   22.15 Other publishing 

Design   No matches   92.40 News agency activities 

Designer fashion 
Selected 4-digit 

codes, 17 and 18 
Clothing manufacture 

Software, computer games and 

electronic publishing 
22.33 Reproduction of computer media 

  74.87 Other business activities not classified elsewhere   72.21 Publishing of software 

Video, film and photography 22.32 Reproduction of video recording   72.22 Other software consultancy and supply 

  74.81 Photographic activities Radio and TV 92.20 Radio and television activities 

  92.11 Motion picture and video production 

 

  92.12 Motion picture and video distribution 

  92.13 Motion picture projection 

Music and the visual and 

performing arts 
22.14 Publishing sound recordings 

  22.31 Reproduction of sound recording 

  92.31 Artistic and literary creation and interpretation 

  92.32 Operation of arts facilities 

  92.34 Other entertainment activities not classified elsewhere 

  92.72 Other recreational activities not classified elsewhere 
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Figure (2).UNCTAD Classification of creative industries 
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Figure (3).  Convergence of creative, media and digital landscapes between 1990 and 2020 

 

 
 

1990’s 2000’s 

 

 

2010’s 2020’s 

 

 LEGEND 

 
 

 

Figure (4).  Tools required in digital content 

 
 

In all these definitions, care should be made to the notion of industry and market. Some of the aspects of 

the digital content are by nature services provided to citizens and the community, who have rights to access 

them, such as the right to information, guaranteed by international conventions. Issues such as accessibility 

and affordability tend to categorize some of these digital services, as public services, comparable to 

electricity or drinking water. Other issues are also subjects to serious controversies, such as the balance 

between the necessity of protecting property rights of content, and the necessity to protect the right to 

information and to fight against market trusts. 

 

CREATIVE MEDIA DIGITAL
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B. GLOBAL STATUS 
 

Global consumer spending on content and software for 2010 was estimated by Gartner to be US$200 

billion.Growth expectations for the next few years are different for the various content industries. For 

example, forecasts for online gaming revenue, are predicted to grow from $11.9 billion in 2011 to $28.3 

billion in 2015 while spending on public cloud services is expected to grow five times faster than overall IT 

enterprise spending; 19 percent annually through 2015
12

.In 2011, the fastest growing retail e-commerce 

category in the US was the digital content and subscriptions including downloads such as music, movies, TV 

shows and e-books with a 26% growth rate. Across the EU, the cultural and creative sectors account for 

2.6% of the GDP and employ over 3% of the workforce
13

. 

 

The year 2009 was quite remarkable for the international media industry, with the global economic 

crisis impacting every region of the world and driving significant waves of structural and financial 

restructuring in the industry. However, 2010 saw the beginning of recovery of the global economy helping 

spending on content and media to rise by 4.6% following its 2.4% decrease in 2009. In its Global 

entertainment and media outlook 2011–2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)arrives at a number of 

interesting observations
14

: 

 

1. The digital share of the entertainment and media market increased from 16.3% in 2006 to 27.9% in 

2011 and is expected to rise to 33.9% in 2015, see Figure (5). 

 

Figure (5).  Percentage of Digital Spending of Global Entertainment and Media Spending 

 

 
Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers. Global entertainment and media outlook 2011–2015. 

 

2. The annual global device sales, in millions of units, including smart phones, tablets and e-readers, 

increased from less than 50 million in 2006 to about 500 million in 2011, and are expected to rise to 

about 1200 million in 2015.  See Figure (6). 

 

                                                 
12 BIS, the Supply of Digital Content, Impact assessment, July 2012, www.bis.gov.uk. 

13 Ibid 

14 Price Waterhouse Coopers, Global Entertainment and Media Outlook 2011 – 2015 (August 2011)  

http://www.bis.gov.uk/
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Figure (6) Global device sales (millions) 

 

 
 

 

3. Mobile applications spending came to around US$4 billion in 2009 and is expected to rise to US$35 

billion in 2015. See Figure (7). 

 

 

Figure (7).  Mobile Apps spending US$ billions 

 
 

4. Global internet access spending
15

 increased from about $167 million in 2006 to about $270 million 

in 2010 and is expected to reach $407 million in 2015. See Table (3). 

 
 

                                                 
15 Internet access spending is defined by PwC as fees paid by consumers to wired Internet services providers (ISPs) and to 

wireless carriers for Internet access, whether provided as a stand-alone service or as part of a service bundle wherein the Internet 

component is estimated. Source: http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/global-entertainment-media-outlook/segment-insights/internet-

access.jhtml. 
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Table (3) Global Internet access spending by region (wired and mobile) US$ million 

 
Global Internet access spending by region: wired and mobile (US$ millions) 

 

Region 

 

2006 

 

2007 

 

2008 

 

2009 

 

2010p 

 

2011 

 

2012 

 

2013 

 

2014 

 

2015 

2011-15 

CAGR 

North America 33,882 38,771 41,900 44,158 48,081 52,581 57,115 61,502 66,298 71,542  

% Change 14.3 14.4 8.1 5.4 8.9 9.4 8.6 7.7 7.8 7.9 8.3 

EMEA 58,07 67,026 76,951 84,188 91,720 11,497 110,497 111,307 123,906 135,303 146,816 

% Change 22.2 15.5 14.8 9.4 8.9 9.6 10.8 11.3 9.2 8.5 9.9 

Asia Pacific 69,529 84,264 97,825 107,469 116,374 123,698 132.698 142,613 151,502 159,675  

% Change 32.5 21.2 16.1 9.9 8.3 6.3 7.4 7.4 6.2 5.4 6.5 

Latin America 5,935 7,862 9,781 11,434 13,752 16,821 19,717 22,942 26,368 29,838  

% Change 42.4 32.5 24.4 16.9 20.3 22.3 17.2 16.4 14.9 13.2 16.8 

Total  167,353 197,923 226,457 247,249 269,927 293,597 320,945 350,963 379,471 407,871  

% Change 25.1 18.3 14.4 9.2 9.2 8.8 9.3 9.4 8.1 7.5 8.6 

Sources: PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Wilkofsky Gruen Associates 

 
In addition, paidContent.org publishes annual lists of the top 50 companies dealing with digital 

content
16

. The global list for 2012, published in July 2012, was topped by Google with annual revenue of 

US$36.4 billion, followed by China Mobile with annual revenue of US$7.58 billion. The total revenue for 

the top 50 companies amounted to around US$146 billion, which is around 50% of the total for 2011 in 

Table (3). Table (4) shows the top 10 companies with their revenues. 
 

Google relies on its original advertising system to make most of its revenues although it has tried to 

diversify through selling enterprise apps services. The core paid-links business continues to grow rapidly by 

attracting a quarter more paid clicks in 2011 than in 2010. Google reports that 96% of its revenues are 

generated by contextual and display advertising although it is 100% digital.
17 

 

Table (4).  Top 10 digital content companies 2012 

 

Position Company name Sector 
Revenue 

Us$ million 

1 Google Search 36400 

2 China Mobile Telco 7580 

3 Bloomberg Business information 7000 

4 Reed Elsevier Business information 5930 

5 Apple Diversified 5400 

6 Yahoo Diversified 4990 

7 WPP Advertising 4710 

8 Thomson Reuters Business information 4710 

9 Tencent Diversified 4460 

10 Microsoft Diversified 3930 

 

The second on the list is China Mobile which has achieved a large scale operating in the world‟s 

most populated nation. China Mobile‟s subscribers, which amount to 649 million, use its various services 

such as the Wireless Music Club, ringtone and music download service, mobile news, movie and TV videos, 

books, magazines, comics and email. China‟s app use jumped by 870% through 2011, which boosted China 

Mobile‟s apps and services revenue by 12 percent. Its Mobile Market app store has 158 million registered 

users and clocked 630 million 2011 downloads
18

. 

                                                 
16http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/ 

17ibid 

18 Ibid 

http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/2/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/3/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/4/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/5/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/6/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/7/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/8/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/9/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/10/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/11/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/
http://paidcontent.org/2012/07/31/pc50/3/
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As shown in the examples above, the digital content industry and services have experienced 

significant growth in the last years, much more than many other business sectors resulting in the emergence 

of new business models. Some are based on subscriptions; others are based on advertisements; some are 

contractual to consumers and businesses. In all cases, the development of a market depends on connectivity 

and affordability (i.e. purchasing power).Box (1) explains the recent growth in the digital content market in 

the UK. 

 

Box (1).  The digital content market in the UK– large and growing * 

 

The UK has a high internet access penetration rate. Ofcom‟s Communications Market Report 2011 found that total 

UK broadband take-up has risen from 41% in 2006 to 74% in 2011. A wide range of digital content is accessed by 

internet users in the UK including computer software, videos, films, music, games, e-books, ring tones and apps. 

Consumers have access to this content in a variety of ways, both through physical media and intangible ones such as 

downloads via the internet. The development of web services to support the delivery of digital content to its users, 

has gathered pace as internet adoption in the UK and globally has grown, and with improvements in internet 

technology such as faster internet speeds through broadband internet availability.  

 

Around four in ten home internet connections are used for playing games (38%), downloading music or videos 

(37%) or watching videos (40%).  A recent study by the European Commission carried out by Europe Economics, 

indicated that a similar situation can be found in the rest of the EU, with, for example, 79% of respondents having 

used digital music in the last 12 months.  

 

Other elements indicating a growing market for digital content in the UK are: the broadening of access methods 

(69% access the internet at home via a laptop or PC, 31% on a mobile phone, 9% via a games console and 4% using 

an e-reader) and the higher proportion of younger age groups accessing digital content (92% of 16-24 year olds 

access music compared with 58% of 55-64 year olds)..  

__________________________ 
Sources: 

 BIS – Department for Business Innovation & Skills, The Supply of Digital Content: Impact assessment, July 2012. 

 Ofcom. Communications Market Report 2011. Available at  

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr11/UK_CMR_2011_FINAL.pdf 

 

 
However, and as shown above, this industry is economically concentrated, even if it is rapidly 

evolving and that many of the leading companies did not even exist few years ago. Such concentration 

comes as a result of little economic specificity: access to very large venture capital and stock markets 

(Google, Apple), privileged access to large markets (China mobile, Thomson Reuters). The major players set 

then the pace and the rules of the market, as well as the business models, on the global and countries‟ levels. 

Most of emerging businesses need to adapt and compete in this environment. Often, their best fate, if they 

are successful, is to be bought off, largely overvalued, by one of the majors.  

 

National strategies to promote digital industries rarely address this issueof concentration as such, and 

its implications on the necessity to create a proper market environment and business conditions for emerging 

and rapidly evolving digital industries and services, made mostly of small medium enterprises. 
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II. THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF DAC 
 

A. DAC PRESENT STATUS 
 

While connectivity is still an issue, several countries in the region have worked in recent years on 

developing digital content through initiation of projects with relatively large Arabic content. One of the 

earliest that started in 2000 and is still active, is the Centre for Documentation of Cultural and Natural 

Heritage, CULTNAT of Egypt
19

. In Oman, the Ministry of Culture and Heritage digitized, and thus 

preserved, a total of 2,000 manuscripts about Oman collected nationally and regionally. Also Saudi Arabia 

and Qatar have recently published strategies and plans to develop digital content.  

 

 Several countries from the region have started to promote private initiatives in digital Arab content; 

for example, Qatar established a Digital Content Incubation Centre to promote entrepreneurship related to 

the production of Arabic content as well as a Creative Commons affiliate in Qatar to encourage and protect 

digital creativity. Twofour54 in Abu Dhabi has also two initiatives: Creative Lab, which provides funding to 

promising ideas originated in the Arab world that are focused on the Arabic-speaking market, and Apps 

Arabia, which invests in mobile applications and acts as an interface between application developers and 

those with ideas for application content. The initiative of King Abdullah for Arabic Content in Saudi 

Arabia
20

has over 60 projects and covers several aspects for developing digital content.  

 

 The Arab Media Outlook 2009 – 2013 presented data on media language use in the Arab region (see 

Figure 8). Figures 8 to 12 depict the top Arabic websites in Egypt, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and the UAE.  

 

Figure (8). Language Preferences for Media Consumption in the Arab region 
 

 
 

Source: Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts and Analysis of Traditional and Digital Media in the Arab World 

available at http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf 

                                                 
19http://www.cultnat.org/ 

20http://www.econtent.org.sa 

http://www.cultnat.org/
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Figure (9). Online media consumption in Egypt: market research results 

 

 
 

Source: Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts and Analysis Of Traditional And Digital Media In The Arab 

World,http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf 
 

Figure (10).  Internet usage in Lebanon: market research results 

 

 
 

Source: Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts and Analysis of Traditional And Digital Media in the Arab 

World,http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf 
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Figure (11). Internet usage in KSA: market research results 
 

 
 

Source: Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts And Analysis Of Traditional And Digital Media In The Arab 

World,http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf 
 

Figure (12).  Internet usage in the UAE: market research results 
 

 
 

Source: Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts And Analysis Of Traditional And Digital Media in The Arab 

World,http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf 
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Another factor supporting the increase in DAC is the major shift towards mobile applications as the 

number of mobile devices considerably exceeded the number of PCs in the region and mobile connectivity 

has become much larger than fixed internet connectivity. Content developers are now keen on making 

mobile-compatible versions of their applications, or in some cases mobile-only versions. Social networking, 

applications and entertainment are increasingly being accessed through smart mobile platforms
21

. 

Content aggregators have increased in number within the region. These are organizations that gather 

content from different content from publishers to sell to mobile operators. The aggregated content is then 

sold by mobile operators to end users as content value-added service.
22

Other models have also emerged that 

link different types of services, see Box (2) for an example. 

 

 

The United Arab Emirates is one of the leading countries in the region, with shares in around 60 per 

centof the mobile application production firms in the Middle East. Mobile content development is flourishing 

in the UAE due to its enabling environment supported by a strong infrastructure, cost-effective ICT and 

                                                 
21 E/EACWA/ICTD/2011/4, Regional Profile of the Information Society 2011, March 2012. 

22ibid 

Box (2).  Intigral – Linking content, telecommunications and end users 

 

Intigral is a B2B provider of digital media content services to telecommunication operators. Their scope of 

operations includes content aggregation, creation, re-purposing and enhancing for delivery across multiple 

platforms; namely mobile, web and IPTV. The different mobile channels used for content delivery include SMS, 

MMS, WAP, and STK
(1)

. 

 

It was established in 2009 as a joint venture between Saudi Telecom Company (STC) and Malaysia‟s All Asia 

Networks (ASTRO). At first, STC owned 51% of the company but then opted towards the end of 2011 to acquire 

20% more of the company for USD 24 million
(2)

 by buying out the Saudi Research and Marketing Group.  

 

Intigral provides a model for linkage between content, telecommunications and end users and gives special focus to 

Arabic content
(3)

in various areas including health, entertainment, sports, lifestyle, and religion. Thus far, they have 

clients in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Jordan and the Sudan. They work with more than 400 content providers in 

the Arab world, including local providers, and 20 content providers globally
(4)

. 

 

Currently, Intigral delivers 180 TV channels and has a broadcast, editing and post-production center in Dubai. They 

have recently launched an advanced interactive TV service in Saudi Arabia which delivers video content such as 

live TV, Catch-Up TV and Video-on-Demand (VOD) to STC broadband customers
(5)

. Their web services are 

essentially used as marketing tools for telecom operators allowing customers to purchase products and services and 

interact with operators online. To that end, Intigral provides the services of designing, developing, and managing 

websites. The company also develops mobile apps either exclusively for STC subscribers or for general mobile 

users, and which vary in their compatibility with different operating systems (iOS, Android, and RIM). Examples of 

their mobile apps include “Your Health” providing information on various health issues and “Speed/Motor Show” 

which provides content on motor shows. 

________________ 
(1)

 http://www.intigral.net 
(2)

 http://www.zawya.com/story/ZW20111214000093?q=intigral/ 
(3)

 http://varietyarabia.com/Docs.Viewer/64b8cef1-b60d-499d-a463-2e94aa1b6463/default.aspx 
(4) 

http://www.zawya.com/story/ZAWYA20111215031829?q=intigral/ 
(5)

 http://teletimesinternational.com/interview/6654/intigral-has-gathered-a-set-of-unique-skills?lang=es 
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legislation that facilitates and encourages innovation. Flagship Projects is a company based in the UAE that 

commands 30 per cent of the professional mobile applications in the local market
23

. 

 

In Jordan, Rubicon Group Holding was founded in 2004 and has since succeeded in digital content 

production for entertainment and education, including television and web applications. Rubicon produces 

educational and gaming products, some of which were made in collaboration with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

(MGM) studios. The media industry in Jordan was able to attract international investors in the case of 

Maktoob, the largest Arab web portal that was purchased by Yahoo in 2009 for a record $164 million, even 

though at the time of sale, Maktoob had less than $ one million in cash and less than $2 million in contracted 

revenues
24

. More information on the ICT sector in Jordan is presented in Box (3). 

 

Box (3). The ICT Sector in Jordan – A Selection of Digital Arabic Content Companies 

 

The ICT Association of Jordan (int@j) commissioned a survey in 2011 on the IT and IT Enabled Services (ITES) 

industry in Jordan. The survey results* indicated that the total IT revenue for Jordan exceeded US$738 million of 

which the revenue of exports exceeded US$230.5 million indicating a 14% growth rate in export revenues leading to 

1% growth rate in total revenue from the previous year (2010). According to the survey results, employment in IT 

and ITES grew to approximately 11,235 direct employees, and reached 4,600 in the telecommunications sector. 

 

The survey showed an increased demand in the GCC market, particularly Saudi Arabia, for ICT products and 

services developed in Jordan. Revenues generated from exports were distributed as follows: Saudi Arabia (39%), 

USA (9%), UAE (8.5%), Iraq (6%), Qatar (4%), Oman (4%), Netherlands (3%), Palestine (3%), UK (2%), and 

Sudan (2%). The rest of export revenues were distributed among 48 countries within and outside the region.On the 

other hand, high value-added IT activities generate around 90% of exports and around 35% of the domestic revenues 

demonstrating that the IT industry brings high value to the Jordanian economy mainly in exports. 

 

The following are a few examples of Jordanian companies dealing with content: 

 

Ketab Technology, located in Amman, is a company specialized in the development of interactive educational 

solutions based on patented technology products. The company is particularly specialized in interactive notebooks 

that allow the user to interact with its surface using a specific pen or by touch. The purpose of the interactive 

whiteboard is to improve the learning experience and increase student engagement. As an example of the advantages 

of such interacti9ve white boards, the students can directly save the notes displayed on memory sticks instead of 

spending time copying on notebooks. Ketab‟s clients include schools, universities and governments in the Middle 

East and North Africa region and most notably Jordan, Oman, Saudi Arabic, and the UAE. 

 
Sources: http://www.ketabtech.com, http://www.ameinfo.com/218510.html, and 

http://www.ebe.com.lb/pictures/pdf/110107123605758.pdf 

 

Mixed Dimensions focuses on delivering cross platform products to simplify the development of interactive 3D 

applications, such as games. GameDraw is the company‟s game development platform. The company is also 

involved in developing gaming content based on the platforms they provide as well as interactive designs for various 

sectors such as architecture, military, health, education and media. An example of a game developed by the company 

is Abu Sree3 which is car-racing game set in the Arab region and which shows actual locations in Jordan and a few 

Arab countries such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the UAE. Mixed Dimensions was a first place winner of 

thefourth round of Queen Rania National Entrepreneurship Competition (QRNEC) in the start-up category. 

 
Sources: http://www.zawya.com/story/ZAWYA20110918124322?q=mxd%20dimensions/ and 

http://mixeddimensions.net 

 

 

                                                 
23 ibid 

24 ibid 

http://www.ketabtech.com/
http://www.ameinfo.com/218510.html
http://www.ebe.com.lb/pictures/pdf/110107123605758.pdf
http://www.zawya.com/story/ZAWYA20110918124322?q=mxd%20dimensions/
http://mixeddimensions.net/
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Box3 (Continued) 
 

Alnassah Software Solutions offers professional software solutions such as enterprise solutions, project analysis 

services, and school management systems. Most notable is their school management solution Althaki (انركي) which is 

a comprehensive solution for class, employee, financial, schedule and library management.  Alnassah is located in 

the Oasis500 investments and development park in Jordan. 

Sources: http://www.al-nassah.com 
 

Kharabeesh is a network for the production of animated cartoons, videos and talk shows in Arabic. Content is 

produced by a network of designers and illustrators and is mostly political and satirical in nature. Founders of the 

network were aware that Arabic content was lacking online. Kharabeesh is part of Think Arabia media group 

comprising five other companies. The business model adopted by Think Arabia is to have its companies outsource 

their services to sister companies; this is how Kharabeesh ensures its sustainability. The popularity of Kharabeesh, 

which employs around 40 people, considerably increased after the Arab spring and is valued at US$7-8 million. 

 
Sources:http://www.moict.gov.jo/en-us/mediacenter/latestnews.aspx 

http://kharabeesh.com/, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kharabeesh, http://www.abraaj.com/content/press-article-unrest-encourages-

start-funding-middle-east, http://arabgrada.org/118-kharabeesh and  
http://www.jordan-business.net/images/stories/May%202011/Kharabeesh.pdf 

________________________ 

* The survey results were announced by the Ministry of Information and Communications Technology in Jordan and are available 

at http://www.moict.gov.jo/Portals/0/PDF/اندزاساث وانتقازيس/Press Release_Sector Statistics 2011_English-Final 16092012.pdf 

 

 

Major mobile games developers worldwide are investing in the Arab region through game sales and 

localization activities. A survey carried out in 2009 showed that 58 to 60 per cent of mobile users in selected 

Arab countries download mobile content to their devices, out of which 16 to 38 per cent are games
25

. 
 

Only few member countries have setup programmes for dedicated research and development on DAC, 

tools, and applications. The Computer Research Institute (CRI) at KACST is heavily involved in the 

development of Arabic language processing tools, including automatic translation, voice recognition and 

optical character recognition.  CRI has already released a number of products for translation and parsing and 

an interactive Arabic dictionary
26

. 
 

Social networks have had significant impact on marketing efforts.  Product placement, advertising, and 

band reputation management have all been shown to be highly impacted by social network messaging.  

Increasingly, successful organizations are including social media outreach activities to be a mainstreamed 

component of their overall marketing strategies
27

. And in fact, digital social networks have spread 

considerably in the Arab countries in the last years. They become a daily communication tool in the GCC 

countries, while they have played a significant role in the social movements leading to the “Arab spring”
28

.  
 

The media sector, both in its traditional and technology-based forms, is facing many challenges that 

relate to the divide between the existing media governance systems and the continuously developing media-

enabling tools and technologies, including social media and networking platforms. Challenges include the 

need to deploy significant efforts towards the convergence of television, Internet and telecommunications in 

                                                 
25 ibid 

26 ibid 

27 ibid 

28 See Samir AITA: « Did the internet change the Arab Societies” and Navid Hassanpour: “A revolution in Egypt, with or 

without Twitter”; Le Monde Diplomatique Arabic editions, respectively January 2011 and February 2012, www.mondiploar.com. 

http://www.al-nassah.com/
http://kharabeesh.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kharabeesh
http://www.abraaj.com/content/press-article-unrest-encourages-start-funding-middle-east
http://www.abraaj.com/content/press-article-unrest-encourages-start-funding-middle-east
http://arabgrada.org/118-kharabeesh
http://www.jordan-business.net/images/stories/May%202011/Kharabeesh.pdf
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general; the need to develop modern media legislations to promote freedom in information exchange; and 

directing resources towards strengthening professionalism in the media sector
29

. 

 

Satellite broadcasting, a booming market in the region, also contributes to the creation and distribution 

of DAC. The media industry is concentrated in Beirut, Cairo, Damascus, Doha and Dubai.Apart from 

making films and TV series, the market for Arabic subtitles and Arabic dubbing of Turkish and Mexican 

films and TV programmes is a new booming business.  There are free media zones available within which 

the start of a television channel could be easily realized. The wider coverage of areas worldwide enables 

outreach to promote Arabic content, culture, news and values
30

. Many of these stations have corresponding 

internet-based and mobile applications. 

 
B. DAC MARKET SEGMENTATION AND STRUCTURE 

 

ESCWA published in 2010 a study entitled "A Survey on Digital Arabic Content: software, 

applications, and needs assessment"31.The study gives an overview of the DAC industry in terms of existing 

tools and software for natural language processing and the production of content as well as available 

websites and e-services in various domains such as government, business, media, education, culture, and 

health. It also presents the framework for setting up incubators for the DAC industry and proposed projects 

for the establishment of SMEs working on DAC development. 
 

The study noted the following observations with regard to Arabic content: 
 

 The tremendous increase in the volume of Arabic content on the internet in the last five years; 

 The absence of clear strategies for DAC development at the national, sub-regional and regional 

levels; 

 The slow adoption of the fast developing technologies in content creation and production in the 

region; 

 Shortages in skilled and experienced resources in the content industry; 

 The high cost of high quality content development and the prevailing poor quality of present 

Arabic websites and portals; 

 Lack of cooperation and collaboration in content development and processing at the regional level; 

 The relatively raw nature of content and the lack of analytical and deep quality of extrapolation and 

fore sighting; 

 Total dependence on international companies in providing tools and solutions for handling the 

various aspect of the Arabic language instead of focussing on locally developed tools and solutions. 
 

Figure (3) in Chapter I approximates the overlapping and converging landscapes of the media, 

creative, and digital content industries. The landscape not covered by digital contentrepresents what can be 

considered as available potential market for digitization. The global percentage of digitization has not yet 

exceeded 30% and is expected to reach around 34% by 2015.
32

A similar model applies to the DAC industry, 

but the present percentage of DAC available online, according to Connect Arab Summit 2012, is only1.5% 

and is expected to reach 3% in 2015
33

. It is believed that these percentages are gross underestimations. 

                                                 
29 ibid 

30 ibid 

31 ESCWA. A Survey on Digital Arabic Content: software, applications, and needs assessment. March 2010 (Arabic). 

E/ESCWA/ICTD/2010/Technical Paper.1. 

32 Price Waterhouse Coopers, Global Outlook of E&M 2011 – 2015 (August 2011). 

33Connect Arab Summit 5-7 March 2012 Doha, Qatar. 

http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/ictd/workshop/forum_a/docs/Digital%20Arabic%20Content%20Opportunities,%20priorities%20and%20strategies.pdf
http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/ictd/workshop/forum_a/docs/Digital%20Arabic%20Content%20Opportunities,%20priorities%20and%20strategies.pdf
http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/ictd/workshop/forum_a/docs/Digital%20Arabic%20Content%20Opportunities,%20priorities%20and%20strategies.pdf
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The general process of producing DAC in the region is as shown in Figure (13). 

 

Figure (13).  Flow of value in the digital content industry 

 

 
 

Source: Centre for International Economics, Australian digital content industry futures, 11 May 2005, Canberra and Sydney 

 

Figure (14) is a simple representation of the added value chain for content development which was 

suggested by ESCWA in 2005 as part of the report issued on DAC
34

: 

 

 

Figure (14). Value added chain for commercial DAC production 
 

 

 
 

Source: ESCWA. Digital Arabic Content: Opportunities, priorities and directions. August 2005. E/ESCWA/ICTD/2005/4. 

 

                                                 
34 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2005/4, Digital Arabic Content: Opportunities, priorities and directions, Aug. 2005 
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In the same report, DAC was categorized into three major categories
35

: 
 

 Media and entertainment; 

 Business and trade; 

 General services. 
 

The three categories were then sub-categorized as shown in Table (5)
36

. 

 

Table (5).  DAC sub-categorization 
 

Media and entertainment Business and trade General services 
Films  B2B services e-Government 
TV production B2C services e-Learning 
TV distribution C2C services e-Health 
Music  e-Inclusion 

Radio and advertising  e-Culture 

Internet access and advertising   
Economic publishing   
Magazines publishing    
Newspapers publishing   
General books publishing   
Text books and professional 

books publishing 
  

Games and entertainment   

 
C. ESTIMATION OF THE SIZE OF THE DAC MARKET 

 

Due to lack of regional estimates, the above mentioned study adapted the assimilated the region‟s 

figure to that of Latin America and estimated the regional market relative to GDP, which was 0.48 in 2002. 

As a result, the study calculated the Arabic content market to be just below $15 B, out of which around $9 B 

(60%) is available for digitization
37

.  
 

In this study, the Price Waterhouse Coopers, Global Outlook of E&M 2011 – 2015 is used to estimate 

the DAC market based on global models. This methodology is imprecise, but indicates to the reader another 

way to roughly estimate the DAC market. 
 

Figure (15) represents the global figures in $B used by the PWC study for 2011 and 2015 for the 

following markets
38

: 

 

 Entertainment and media; 

 Internet; 

 Advertising; 

 Consumer/end-user. 

 

                                                 
35 ibid 

36ibid 

37 ibid 

38 Price Waterhouse Coopers, Global Outlook of E&M 2011 – 2015 (August 2011) 
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Figure (15). Market estimates in $B of global content 

 

 
 

The Arab region‟s market size it is assumed to be roughly proportional to the percentage of available 

content which is generally held to be around 3% and this percentage is inspired from table (8)
39

. Figure (16) 

represents the region‟s market for content. 

 

 

Figure (16). Deducted market estimates for content in the Arab region in $B 

 

 
 

To calculate the percentage of Digital Arabic Content from the total estimated content for the Arab 

region, the following assumptions are made: 

 

 The percentage of DAC from total content of the Arab region in both entertainment and media and 

consumer/end-user markets is 16% for 2011 and 20% for 2015; 

 The percentage of Arabic content out of the total content used in the Arab region on the Internet is 

assumed to be 60%; 

 The Arab region‟s portion is assumed to be 3% of the global market for internet advertising.  

 

                                                 
39 Table (8) as the ration of Internet Arabic language users to the Internet total users of all languages. 
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The resulting figures shown in Figure 17 represent the estimated DAC market values for 2011 to be 

$18 B (20%), and the predicted value for 2015 to be $28 B (25%). 

 

Figure (17). Deducted market estimates for DAC in the Arab region in $B 

 

 
 

 

Another estimate for regional content can be also made based on the report “Arab Media Outlook 

2009-2013” and are shown in Figure 18
40

. The report does not attempt to provide percentages for digitization 

for the content categories given. However, if the percentage obtained from Figure (17) for 2011, which is 

20%, is applied, then the digitized content for 2011 would be around $2.5 B.  

 

Figure (18). Estimated revenues from advertising, printing and TV in $B 2007-2013 

 
 

The DAC sector in the region presently consists of the following players: 

 

 Government institutions or projects; 

 Publishers and distributors of books and eBooks; 

                                                 
40Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts And Analysis Of Traditional And Digital Media In The 

Arab World,http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf. 
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 Newspaper and magazine publishers; 

 Electronic only newspaper and magazine publishers; 

 TV and films producers and distributors (dubbing and subtitles included); 

 Information, translation, video and audio interactive portals; 

 Web and mobile application designers dealing with content production; 

 Education companies dealing with learning and development activities, including course authoring 

and learning systems; 

 Games and entertainment; 

 Social networks; 

 Advertising. 

 

Although the present DAC market is relatively well established, it has not resulted in a distinct DAC 

industry in the region. The great majority of creators of content are traditional media or creative industry 

operators. The production and distribution of content has not yet taken the structure and momentum of a 

sustainable industry. This is an astonishing fact, showing that there still strong impediments to the DAC 

industry in the Arab region. Further, it was demonstrated that these impediments are not linked to economic 

wealth: digital usage indicators in GCC countries are much lower than those of countries with similar high 

per capita GDP
41

 (companies‟ usage of internet in business, companies spending on R&D, etc.). 

 

From the section on digital content status in the region, as in many region in the world, the following 

impediments are noted
42

: 

 

 Several content-related national initiatives have been launched in a number of countries in the 

region. However, there are no clear national or government DAC strategies in most countries in the 

region, and hence no clear legislative or financial support; 

 Creativity and intellectual property are central assets which are not adequately protected in the 

region; 

 Digital content relies heavily on broadband which is neither reliable nor affordable in practically all 

countries of the region; 

 Susceptibility of digital content development to technology shifts due to frequent platform and 

format changes;  

 Susceptibility of the national content market to influence by major players at the global and 

regional market levels; 

 Public support is often necessary for local content creators; 

 Identifying key talent is a challenge; 

 The most necessary talents are creative skills, management and marketing; 

 Increasing fragmentation of the small creators due to rapid advances in technology, while access to 

market can only be made through dominating major operators. 

 

D. STATUS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
 

Market demand can be related to the content available in Arabic as part of the media and creative 

industry landscapes - Figure (3). All signs indicate that the present capture of digitized content is modest. A 

preliminary study was carried out by ITU Arab Regional Office in 2011, to analyze Online Digital Content 

in the Arab region using the available data from a number of international websites
43

.The study showed that 

                                                 
41 See ESCWA 2011: “the Development of ICT sector to cope with the challenges of the information society”. 

42Australian Interactive Media association, Digital Content Industry Road mapping Study, April 2005. 

43 ITU.int, Alexa.com, Google.com, HosterStats.com, Webhosting.info, Netcraft.com, icann.org, domaintools.com, ripe.net 

and isc.org. 
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the percentage of Arab countries representation in gTLD (global domain names, such as .com, .net or 

.org)sites is 0.162% and the number of Internet Hosts in the region is 0.198% of the international figure, and 

the percentage of Arabic ccTLD(country domain names, such as .com.eg) in the top 1 million sites is 

0.187%. Most of the other studies attempting to measure this aspect of market size have examined the 

proportion of overall websites with content in Arabic, with estimates ranging from 1-3%. “A number of 

online content and portals exist in Arabic (e.g. Maktoob.com, Jeeran.com, and Nassej.com); however, their 

contribution to the overall available Arabic content on the Internet is rather small.” These percentages show 

that digital content in the Arab region is rather below what is expected of the region which has 5.142% of the 

population and 3.835% of the global GDP
44

. Table (6) summarizes the results. 
 

Table (6).  Comparative Analysis of Digital Content to Selected Indicators (2010) 

 

Indicators Arab Region World Wide Percentage 

Lard (Million Sq Km) 13.14 136.4 9.63% 

Mobile-cellular subscriptions (Millions) 312.6 5,385.7 5.8% 

Population (Millions) 365.4 6,895.1 5.125% 

Internet Users (Millions) 86.2 2,044.2 4.218% 

GDP (PPP; Trillion USD) 2.86 74.5 3.835% 

Household (Millions) 64.58 1,751.6 3.687% 

Fixed-telephone lines (Millions) 35.51 1,189.3 2.986% 

International Internet bandwidth (Mb/s) (Thousands) 834.34 59,119.7 1.411% 

IP counts (Millions) 30.6 3463 0.884% 

Internet hosts (Millions) 1.52 764 0.198% 

Number of cctld in the top 1 M sites 1,871 N/A 0.187% 

Internet Sites (in gtld) 194,235 120,232,717 0.162% 

Sources: ITU.int, Alexa.com, Google.com, HosterStats.com, Webhosting.info, Netcraft.com, icann.org, domaintools.com, ripe.net 

and isc.org. 

 

In the internet statistics published by Alexa for the top 500 websites, only 6 Arabic sites are listed, 

three of which are localized Google sites
45

. See Table (7) which show that international players dominate the 

web market, and that the advertisement model of Google has been adapted to the local nature of the 

advertisement market. 

 

Table (7).  Arabic Websites according to Alexa Top 500 

 

# Rank Name 

1 115 Saudi Google 

2 150 Egyptian Google 

3 340 Kooora 

4 383 Maktoob 

5 402 UAE Google 

6 498 7
th
 Day 
 

Arabic lies in position 7 in the top 10 languages used on the internet with a percentage of 18.8% of the 

Arab population, while scoring the highest percentage in growth (over 2500%) amongst languages between 

                                                 
44 Connect Arab Summit 5-7 March 2012 Doha, Qatar. 

45http://www.alexa.com/topsites/global 

http://www.alexa.com/topsites/global
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2000 and 2011. See Table (8).
46

 This jump is considered as a clear incentive for future potential growth of 

the DAC industry. 

 

Table (8). Top 10 Languages used in the Web 

 
Top Ten Languages Used in the Web 

(Number of Internet Users by Language) 
Top Ten Languages in 

the Internet 

Internet User 

by Language 

Internet Penetration 

by Language 

Growth in Internet 

(2000-2011) 

Internet Users 

% of Total 

World Population for this 

Language (2011 Estimate) 

English 565,004,126 43.4% 301.4% 26.8% 1,302,275,570 

Chinese 509,965,013 37.2% 1,478.7% 24.2% 1,372,226,042 

Spanish 164,968,742 39.0% 807.4% 7.8% 423,085,806 

Japanese 99,182,000 78.4% 110.7% 4.7% 126,475,664 

Portuguese 82,586,600 32.5% 990.1% 3.9% 253,947,594 

German 75,422,674 79.5% 174.1% 3.6% 94,842,656 

Arabic 65,365,400 18.8% 2,501.2% 3.3% 347,002,991 

French 59,779,525 17.2% 398.2% 3.0% 347,932,305 

Russian 59,700,000 42.8% 1,825.8% 3.0% 139,390.205 

Korean 39,440,000 55.2% 107.1% 2.0% 71,393,343 
Top 10 Languages 1,615,957,333 36.4% 421.2% 82.2% 4,442,056,069 
Rest of the Languages 350,557,483 14.6% 588.5% 17.9% 2,403,553,891 

WORLD TOTAL 2,099,926,965 30.3% 481.7% 100.0% 6,930,055.154 

Notes: (1) Top Ten Languages Internet Stats were updated for May 31, 2011. (2) Internet Penetration is the ratio between the sum of internet users 

speaking a language and the total population estimate that speaks that specific language. (3) The most recent Internet usage information comes from 
data published by Nielsen Online, International Telecommunications Union,GfK and other reliable sources. (4) World population information comes 

from the U.S. Census Bureau. (5) For definitions and navigation help in several languages, see the Site Surfing Guide. 6) Stats may be cited, stating 

the source and establishing an active link back to Internet World Stats. Copyright 2012, Miriwatts Marketing Group. All rights reserved worldwide. 
 

Example for interpretation of the data: 

- There are 99,182,000 Japanese speaking people using the Internet, this represents 4.7% of all the Internet users in the world. 

- Out of the estimated 126,475,664 population of the world that speaks Japanese, 78.4% use the Internet. 

- The number of Japanese Speaking Internet Users has grown 110.7% in the last eleven years (2000-2011). 

 

E. IDENTIFICATION OF GAPS 
 

The impact of online media on traditional platforms has been undeniably dramatic on the global media 

industry. For example, printed press is suffering all over the world. The online industry in the Arab world, 

inmany ways behind other markets, is starting to take off. The strong proportion of the youth demographic in 

the region is a major accelerating factor. However, from a supply point of view, the maturity level of the 

digital industry is inconsistent across the different Arab markets, and printed press is still strong all over the 

region.This is partly due to the differing broadband and mobile penetration,ranging from84% in Qatar down 

to 0.3% in Sudan.The cost of telecommunications in the region is also high when compared with OECD 

countries. In particular, broadband prices could be 5 to 20 times higher
47

. The overall broadband penetration 

for the Arab region is 12%, coming second from the lastin the list of regions. See Figure (19). 

 

Broadband is the most important enabler for accessing and developing content. According to Arab 

Media Outlook 2009-2013, the estimate of broadband users in the Arab region for 2012 is 14 million with a 

combined annual growth rate of 38%, which calculates to about 29% penetration - note the difference in 

estimate with Arab Connect in Figure (14).  

 

                                                 
46http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm 

47Connect Arab Summit 5-7 March 2012 Doha, Qatar. 

http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
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While many companies seem to be experimenting with online platforms, the offerings of Arabic 

websites have room for further development.  News sites receive around 2% of their revenue from online 

activities, suggesting that significant market growth in this segment is possible
48

. 

 

Figure (19).  Broadband penetration 

 

 

 
Also, the last three indicators in Table (6) show clearly the gap of digital access with respect to the rest 

of the world. Recent statistics indicate that there are about 100 million (27%) illiterates (60% of them are 

women) out of the total population of over 370 million
49

. In addition, the region‟s mindset and culture as 

well as the education systems have to undergo major transformation from memorization of outdated content 

and spoon feeding practises to innovation, creativity, teamwork and information sharing and searching. 

 

As for access to the internet, it is estimated that 90 per cent of the population of the Arab region is 

fluent only in Arabic, and 60 per cent of Internet users in the region prefer Arabic as the language of Internet 

sites. Only 18.8 per cent of Arabic speakers worldwide use the Internet. This is a far smaller share than the 

79.5 per cent of German language speakers, 78.4 per cent of Japanese speakers and 55.2 per cent of Korean 

speakers who are Internet users. 

 

Wikipedia statistics show that in February 2013, there were over 211,000 articles available in Arabic 

on the Internet, ranking the Arabic Wikipedia 24
th
, among other Wikipedia editions, on the basis of article 

count
50

. 

 

The online advertising market in the Arab world is yet to take off in a significant way. The present 

status is roughly comparable to what was seen in markets like the UK around the year 2000. At present, the 

Arab region spends approximately $56 million on online advertising, which represents approximately of the 

total expenditures.  This proportion is expected to grow to approximately $266 million over the next few 

years. 

                                                 
48 Connect Arab Summit 5-7 March 2012 Doha, Qatar. 

49http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_literacy_rate 

50 http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias#10_000.2B_articles. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_literacy_rate
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However, compared to traditional platforms, its share is a small portion of the advertising revenues, 

estimated to reach only 4% in 2013. There are several reasons for this low representation: first, broadband 

penetration will remain low when compared to Western markets; second, although Arabic websites are the 

most popular in practically all Arab countries, neither quality nor quantity of online content are yet 

comparable to that seen in developed English sites. Search is not yet fully developed, mainly due to lack of 

appreciation for its value among local companies
51

. Figure (20) shows the various platforms used for news in 

the region. 

 

Figure (20).  Sources for reading news in the Arab Region 

 

 
 

Social media in the Arab world is currently undergoing significant developments. There are three key 

categories of social media sites in the region, co-existing in the market: first, international sites such as 

Facebook have managed to gain the largest popularity, due to strong brand names and their early entry into 

the market; second, international players such as Twitter have recently introduced an Arabic interface which 

is expected to grow in popularity over the next five years as internet penetration in the bigger Arabic-

speaking markets, such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia, increases and awareness grows; third, local companies 

such as Maktoob, Jeeran and UAE Women‟s Network are growing their  user bases despite strong 

competition from international players. Companies offering additional services to pure social media, like 

Maktoob, are performing particularly well and have the potential for significant growth
52

.See Figure (21) on 

percentages of access for social media in the Arab region
53

. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
51Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts And Analysis Of Traditional And Digital Media In The 

Arab World, http://www.dpc.org.ae/UserFiles/AMO%20Eng%20combined.pdf 

52 ibid 

53ibid 
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Figure (21). Accessing social media in the Arab region 

 

 
 

With mobile penetration already very high, the region is expected to reach universal mobile 

penetration by 2013. As mobile penetration increases, the handset is becoming an increasingly significant 

platform for content consumption, and an increasing number of collaborative partnerships between telecom 

operators and media content providers are being forged
54

. There are about 250 million mobile units in the 

region. Undoubtedly, digital content is also affecting traditional media (TV, Newspaper, Books, Radio, and 

Cinema).Figure (22) shows the most common activities on the internet in the Arab region
55

. 

 

Figure (22). Most common activities on the internet in the Arab region 

 

 
 

 

                                                 
54 ibid 

55Arab Media Outlook 2009-2013: Inspiring Local Content: Forecasts And Analysis Of Traditional And Digital Media In The 

Arab World. 
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One of the key issues for DAC is monetisation. A survey carried out by Arab Media Outlook based on 

interviews with 115 industry respondents showed the factors that were considered essential to address when 

considering a business model for monetisation. See Figure (23).  

 

Figure (23).  Key issues for monetisation in the Arab region 

 

 
 

F. DAC AND THE ICT SECTOR 

 

In 2011, ESCWA published a study entitled “Promoting the ICT Sector to Meet the Challenges of the 

Knowledge Economy”
56

.This study analyzes the ICT sector in the region, including the current status, as 

well as obstacles and challenges for further development. As part of this analysis, the role of governments in 

promoting the sector was examined.  In addition, the study identified specific actions which could be taken to 

promote growth in the ICT sector and in the broader socio-economic development context.   

 

Many of the challenges and impediments discussed in the study also apply to DAC, being a subsector 

of the overarching ICT sector. They included, amongst others, improving the regulatory and legislative 

environment for ICT, the application of intellectual property laws and regulations and prevention of piracy, 

the introduction of e-commerce and e-signature laws, the application of data security and privacy tools, and 

the prevention of cyber crime. The study also stressed the importance of upgrading the present ICT 

infrastructure to cope with broadband demand and provide enhanced bandwidth to link countries regionally 

and globally. 

 

On the issue of promoting ICT as part of the business sector, the study proposed partnerships amongst 

stakeholders at national, regional and global levels and introduces incentives for investment in small and 

medium size projects.  This, in turn, will lead to the creation of small and medium size enterprises which 

should also be provided with funding sources to ensure their success. 

 

Finally, the study highlighted two major issues to be urgently handled by national strategies and 

policies in the Arab countries which are relevant to DAC: 

 

 The first concerns the inherent limitations of the scheme of ICT development based on high mobile 

phone penetration (mostly based on low revenue prepaid lines) with low fixed lines penetrations; 

                                                 
56http://css.escwa.org.lb/ICTD/1433/10a.pdf 

http://css.escwa.org.lb/ICTD/1433/10a.pdf
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Such a scheme is not likely to adequately respond to the demands of growth and development of 

broad band, as revenues would not allow for return on investment on the base infrastructure; 

 

 The second concerns the freedom of publishing and opinion, especially for the case of radios and 

TV stations, as well as for social networks. Additionally, the low development of fixed 

infrastructure limits the development of local TV stations. 
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III. DAC ECOSYSTEM/ ENABLING ENVIRONMENT 
 

A. SOURCES OF INVESTMENTS 

 

The digital content industry is experiencing significant difficulties in attracting development funding, 

venture capital, project financing and enterprise investment. These difficulties exist in both low and high 

income countries due to the relatively low return on investments compared with other business sectors. 

Business models
57

 based on advertisement encounter difficulties due to the concentration of advertisement 

market and to the still low level of advertisement spending on new media. Business models based on 

subscription have to overcome the low level of average citizen revenues and low bancarization
58

. 

 

Mechanisms to support the critical phase of prototyping and proof-of-concept development appear to 

be a particular gap. Incubation schemes in a number of countries in the region have helped start-up groups 

develop prototypes or launch pilot projects, but the impact of these initiatives have so far been limited in 

triggering the creation of a sustainable industry. 

 

To overcome this, efforts by governments, in partnership with stakeholders, are needed. One way to 

accomplish this is through the launching of an Investment Scoping Forum, to bring together industry bodies 

and firms with investors and other major investment groups to examine the situation collaboratively and 

recommend ways of removing impediments, stimulating growth and encouraging investment in the DAC 

sector.  

 

In considering sources of investment for DAC, regional funding mechanisms and foreign direct 

investment and business partnerships with foreign companies are sources which have the potential to 

provide, not only capital, but also technical and business skills, technology transfer, access to larger projects 

and external markets. However, care should be taken when managing this potential to avoid monopolistic 

concentration.  
 | CLOSE | NEXT PAGE 

B. GOVERNMENT ROLES AND POLICY 

 

The government should therefore be a major prime mover in the initial phase of creating DAC 

industry in the region. It has to address and take action on the following issues
59

: 

 

 Giving priority to local innovation and technology (e.g. enhancing R&D and innovation in content 

development, networks, software and new technologies); 

 Enhancing the value chain and tackling business model issues (e.g. developing a competitive, non-

discriminatory business environment); 

 Substantially enhancing substantially the infrastructure, especially the basic fixed-line infrastructure, 

wiring residential areas and promoting broadband  (e.g. technology for digital content delivery, 

standards and interoperability); 

                                                 
57 Samir AITA: The DAC industry, business models. Presentation, Beirut April 28-28, 2008. 

58Bancarization is the level of access to, and the degree of formal financial services generally (and banking services 

particularly). 

59DSTI/ICCP/IE(2005)3/FINAL, OECD, Working Party on the Information Economy - DIGITAL BROADBAND 

CONTENT - Digital content strategies and policies. 
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 Enhancing business and regulatory environments that balance the interests of suppliers and users, in 

areas such as protection of intellectual property rights and digital rights management, anti-trust 

mechanisms, giving advantage to local, innovative e-business models; 

 Promoting quality assurance through setting up standards for production and access of DAC; 

 Respecting intellectual property rights and ensuring adherence to copyright law and anti-piracy 

regulations, while avoiding creation of monopolies; 

 Facilitating and encouraging the establishment of funds and venture capital mechanisms to support 

start-ups and SME‟s; 

 Encouraging universities and training institutes in introducing courses in topics related to digital 

content with particular emphasis on DAC and initiate scholarships and funding programmes for this 

purpose; 

 Integrating and coordinating at the regional level; 

 Fostering the role of governments as major users of digital content (e.g. digitization of public 

services, etc), giving advantage to local developers and service providers; and 

 Enhancing conceptualisation, classification and measurement issues for the DAC industry and 

services. 

 
Box (4).  The Northern Ireland Digital Content Strategy 2012-2015* 

 

The Northern Ireland Digital Content Strategy 2012-2015 builds upon the previous strategy for 2008-2011 and 

comes within the context of realizing that digital content offers a real growth opportunity for Ireland; however, this 

sector is in need of substantial development in order to realize this opportunity. 

 

The strategy describes Northern Ireland policy context through the „Northern Ireland Executive‟s European 

Priorities‟ document which acknowledges the significance of the 2010 European Union (EU) Green Paper 

„Unlocking the potential of cultural and creative industries‟. The Executive sets out a number of key aims to help 

properly position Northern Ireland with regard to the European policy developments in the digital content context. 

These key aims are: 
 

 Promote greater private sector R&D investment; 

 Encourage entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation; 

 Promote science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) and educational and creative industries 

that encourage young people to study STEM subjects; 

 Promote translational research, knowledge transfer/exchange and STEM between firms and between the 

research base and firms; 

 Promote cross-sectoral collaborations between the creative and cultural industries and with other business and 

research sectors to stimulate innovation, job creation and expert-focused growth; 

 Nurture the development and exploitation of new technologies, ideas and ways of working in companies, 

universities, the research base and elsewhere in the public sector; 

 Make fuller use of information and communication technologies; 

 Promote deployment and use of modern accessible online services; 

 Leverage significant public investment in the health sector, including in skilled employees and clinical trials 

infrastructure, to realize economic outcomes. 
 

A number of objectives are set to address these aims, among which: 
 

 Stimulate growth of the creative industries by nurturing creative talent and creative enterprises and by 

encouraging innovative cross-sectoral collaborations; 

 Harness the potential of the creative and cultural industries to support export-focused economic growth, job-

creation and positive spill over impacts into areas such as health, education and social cohesion. 
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The Economic Strategy consultation document published by the Northern Ireland Executive in November 2011, 

realized the potential held by Creative Industries for developing the Northern Ireland economy, and as a result sets a 

target of support for 200 projects through the Creative Industries Innovation fund by 2015.Digital currently accounts 

for just over 25% of total industry revenues; and over the next five years this figure is expected to rise to 58.7%. 

 

The Northern Ireland Digital Content Strategy 2012-2015 provides an overview of the market and identifies the 

following key themes for development: leadership and communications; investment and funding; innovation and 

creativity; skills and training; and export and internationalization. The strategy also includes a roadmap defining 

practical implementation, targets and timelines. 

______________ 
 

*Source: “The Northern Ireland Digital Content Strategy 2012-2015” available at 

http://quayperformance.com/DC/Digital_Circle_Strategy_2012_-_2015.pdf 

 

 

Governments have a role in developing "enabling factors" for the creation and use of digital content. 

They can act as facilitators, remove impediments to investment and create an appropriate “pro-digital” 

content business environment by addressing market enablers such as R&D, innovation, access to capital, 

education and the development of skills. The creation of non-discriminatory framework conditions aims to 

reduce the barriers to entry, improve competitiveness, especially for small players. A competitive market for 

content and telecommunication services is key to broadband adoption, along with content diffusion and use. 

New content types created by network users should also receive government attention. 

 

The government has a major role as a provider and user of digital content and applications. On the 

production side, it includes public sector information, which can be commercially re-used, and public sector 

educational, cultural (museums, archives), and other content where there are public good and spill over 

arguments to support a major government role. Governments can also participate or support the development 

and access to specific content (e.g. of digital archives of public broadcasters). On the consumption side, 

governments can promote demand through public demand aggregation and private demand promotion, with 

significant opportunities in areas such as e-health and online education. Mobile applications can also be 

implemented in the public sector, such as school access to student information, access to public safety 

information, etc. These measures for access and sharing can also improve public sector efficiency. 

 

Many governments have developed focus on digital content related creative content industries, either 

with overarching digital content policy frameworks, or with programs specific to certain digital content 

industries. Appendix II presents available information of OECD government initiatives and strategies for the 

digital content industry. 

 

Governments have to balance different objectives inherent in these strategies: e.g., encouraging 

widespread information/content access and dissemination, diversity and quality, promotion of information 

technology in business and society, information literacy, combating trusts, protection of intellectual property 

rights, information security and privacy and the reduction of harmful content
60

. 

 

Governments have also the responsibility to promote R&D projects and encouraging partnerships 

between creators and producers of content.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
60ibid 
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C. EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
 

Digital content development is a high-tech, high-skill industry. One major characteristic of the ICT 

industry, and thus DAC industries and services, is the ever changing technologies, and the expanding gap 

which builds up between the different generations in using and accommodating technologies. Thus digital 

culture should be introduced in education at an early age, and core scientific education subjects (maths, 

physics, programming, etc) should be enhanced in all stages of education in order to enable the new 

generations to easily adapt to ever changing technologies. 

 

Furthermore, specialized universities and technical institutes should be developed in order to graduate 

highly skilled engineers and technicians in ICT, trained on using the most advanced technologies in line with 

international practices. These courses should focus on creativity and business development. 

 

However, skills related to digital content are not obtained from formal degree courses at universities or 

tertiary institutions. This is in part due to the rapid changes in technical fields compared with very long lead-

times required to change formal tertiary courses. Many skills are hence not acquired in formal education but 

usually on the job or in firm or sector-specific training programmes. Smaller firms may find extensive in-

house training too costly if it covers a wide range of specialist skills. To tackle skills shortages OECD 

governments have aimed at developing more formal education and training programmes for digital content - 

both at the tertiary as well as at earlier educational levels. A study for the Irish government also recommends 

the development of digital media management courses, and creative components at the primary and 

secondary educational level and in the computer science programmes
61

.In Spain the Enterprise Digitalization 

Programme of Cataluna promotes education and training for digital content and supports ICT and content 

related R&D specific to SMEs
62

. 

 

D. PARTNERSHIP AND COLLABORATION ISSUES 

 

It is evident that despite ongoing efforts to develop digital Arabic content, there is tremendous room 

for growth. Greater national and regional coordination could improve the situation. 

 

There are few encouraging exceptions: 

 

 Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum project to digitize Al Azhar manuscripts; 

 The partnership between KACST and the Beirut based Arab Organization for Translation to make a 

number of digitized books on science heritage which available to download free of charge;  

 The work of the World Digital Library initiated by the library of Congress and Bibliotheca 

Alexandrina is another example; 

 Also, Qatar Foundation in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University began a pilot project to 

digitize the Qatar Heritage Book Collection and make it available to the world. Arab and Islamic 

Heritage Library is a cultural landmark in Qatar. The rare collections of the Library exhibits the 

depth and wealth of the Arab and Islamic civilizations, and demonstrate the extensive contribution of 

Arab and Muslim scientists, thinkers and pioneers to the global intellectual heritage. It has 2 main 

sections: The Arabic Section: which contains about 85000 items which includes manuscripts, books, 

                                                 
61The Northern Ireland Digital Content Strategy 2012-2015 

http://quayperformance.com/DC/Digital_Circle_Strategy_2012_-_2015.pdf 

62DSTI/ICCP/IE(2005)3/FINAL, OECD, Working Party on the Information Economy - DIGITAL BROADBAND 

CONTENT - Digital content strategies and policies 
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magazines and newspapers in different fields of research and arts, some dating to the fifteenth 

century till the Mid-twentieth century. The Foreign Section: which contains about 25000 items 

which includes books, periodicals and maps reflect on the whole interest of the Orient lists and 

European travelers and explorers of the Arab and Islamic heritage, some dating to the Mid-fifteenth 

century
63

; 

 ESCWA project on “Promotion of the Digital Arabic Content Industry through Incubation” was 

launched in 2007 and funded by ESCWA‟s Trust Fund. It focused on implementing a number of 

DAC related projects through incubation facilities in Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, Syria and Yemen. 

For the selection process, ESCWA organized a series of national awareness campaigns in 

collaboration with selected established national incubators and universities in the selected countries. 

 

However, most of these collaborative initiatives lack the creation of a market demand for DAC 

industries and services, and remain in an isolated environment. In particular, the archives and historical 

books digitization could create market demand if they put their products in the public domain. 

 

The digital content industry is ideally suited for partnership and collaboration between content 

creators, producers and distributors. Governments should play a proactive and a match making role in the 

DAC industry. Governments are not just enablers, but also as major users of DAC and have the 

responsibility of preserving the Arabic language heritage as an essential core of regional memory and 

culture. Government should also consider the setting up of national or regional fund for supporting 

partnership projects in DAC. 

  

                                                 
63http://www.qatarnationallibrary.org/collections/aihl/history 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

 
A. TRENDS& PRIORITIES 

 

In its prediction for 2012 and beyond, International Data Corporation (IDC) highlighted a number of 

trend lines for 2012 – 2020 which have to be taken into consideration when formulating a national or 

regional DAC strategy
64

: 

 

 Trend (1) - Mobile devices are eclipsing PCs. Mobile computing; particularly tablets and smart phones 

are gaining significant market share.  If present trends continue, PCs will become less relevant to the digital 

content industry as consumer interest and content development shifts elsewhere. 

Governments in the Arab region should create the proper infrastructure supporting broadband apps on 

mobile devices.   

 

Trend(2) -Increasing popularity of cloud platforms, as cloud-based products, services and 

infrastructure mature, more applications and solutions will take advantage of these types of systems.  

Particularly at the enterprise level of software services, these products are showing strong market growth. 

 

Trend (3) - Social technologies will be mandatory.  The rapid growth of social media tools in the Arab 

region emphasizes the popularity and relevance of these tools.  As adoption continues to grow, it is likely 

that businesses in the Arab region will pursue commercialization of these tools, as have businesses in other 

regions.   
 

Arabic in the region is more than a language. It defines the heritage and culture of more than 370 

million people worldwide. It is one of the few languages in the world that has preserved its grammar and 

structure for over 14 centuries. Literature, science and theology books which were written centuries ago can 

be read, understood and referenced today. This means that one of the priority areas for DAC strategy should 

be devoted to the preservation of language and heritage, and to the promotion of Arabic as a living language, 

avoiding creating a gap between heritage and culture in Arabic and business and education in other 

languages, such as English.  

 

The key sub-sectors in DAC that have to be included in the formulation of a strategy are: (a) Heritage 

and language preservation; (b) automatic translation and associated computational linguistic tools; (c) mobile 

applications; (d) E-learning and course authoring content; (e) Web design and development; (f) Films and 

television; (g) Music; (h) e-Services for users and citizens and (i) games.  

 
In this, key themes need to be addressed through targeted initiatives so as to realise the potential for 

growth of the digital content industry are
65

: 
 

 Leadership and Communications: it should include the government, major industry players and 

academia; 

 Investment and Funding: potential investors should be identified and should become aware of 

DAC market potentials. A forum should be established consisting of investors, content creators and 

producers to forge partnerships and joint projects. A funding mechanism and venture capital for 

DAC projects should be established; 
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65Digital Circle, the Northern Ireland Digital Content Strategy 2012-2015.  
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 Innovation and Creativity: encouragement of students and entrepreneurs through incubation and 

start-up funds; 

 Skills and Training: encourage universities and training institutes to design courses for content 

development; 

 Regionalization and outreach: going beyond national borders to address the region and the Arabic 

speaking diasporas in other parts of the world. 
 

B.  CONCLUSIONS 
 

The social and political transformation which has been taking place in a number of countries in the 

ESCWA/Arab region has created a quantum leap in production and access of Arabic content through social 

networks and other media applications, such as personal reporting and uploading of text and videos. 

Therefore, it was not surprising to find the Arabic language users in seventh position in the list of top 10 

languages of internet users by language for 2011 with about 3.3% share out of the total user population. See 

Table (7). Few years back, the share of Arabic was considerably less than 1%. 

 

According to the data referenced in this report on language preferences in the region; Arabic is the 

first choice at the regional level for practically all applications including newspapers and TV programmes. 

The data is also clear that that in the majority of consumers in the region prefer content in local languages. 

 

The global content market for 2011 was estimated by a Price Waterhouse Coopers to be just below 

$3000 B and is predicted to increase to $3800 B in 2015. The ESCWA/ Arab region‟s portion of the content 

market is estimated to be $88.8 B and for 2011 and $112.2 B for 2015. And, if the assumptions made in this 

study are plausible, then the expected portion of DAC, out of total content for the region, is $18 B in 2011 

and $26 B in 2015.  

 

The monetisation of content and the different business models suitable for different content segments 

is not discussed in this report and will be addressed in separate ESCWA study. However, a look at Figure 

(23) shows the key issues facing monetisation, as 45% of those surveyed expect that free content is widely 

available. 

 

The digital content industry has experienced significant growth in the last few years, much more than 

many other business sectors. During this time, several different business models have emerged. Some are 

based on subscriptions; others are based on advertisements; some are contractual to consumers and 

businesses. It is believed that the development and flourishing of a digital content market depends on 

broadband connectivity and its affordability, in addition to the creation of quality and popular content.  

 

Although the region is following global trends in content growth, one can easily spot gaps in segments 

of digital content such as e-Books and e-Learning which have not picked up as quickly as expected. The 

centuries-old legacy of the Arabic language provides excellent opportunities for digitization.  

 

Digital advertising is also identified as a key issue for the growth of DAC in the region. According to 

Arab Content 2012 only 2% of total advertising is in digital form. This means that one of the major sources 

of revenues for typical business models is very weak in the region. 

 

The end user/consumer segment of content is also expected to increase due to the growth of interest in 

social networks for political and social reasons. In the last two years, this trend has accelerated in the region. 

 

General examination of DAC landscape reveals then the following points: 
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 Market potential: The present percentage of digitised Arabic content has witnessed a substantial 

growth in recent years but remains relatively modest. This should translate to a promising market 

potential for digitization; 

 Language preferences: 90% of the region‟s population prefer to access content in Arabic. Many 

surveys, particularly those which were carried out by Arab Media Outlook showed an overwhelming 

preference for reading newspapers, books and advertising in Arabic; 

 Better infrastructure: Closing the digital divide for countries in the region should be a target which 

can only be achieved through larger penetration of affordable Internet connectivity, including 

broadband; 

 Initiatives: There is a lack of national and regional initiatives at government, telecom operators, 

content creators and producer‟s levels. Efforts, at present, are ad hoc and sporadic. The common 

market approach is not yet developed;  

 Mindset issues: The need to change the mindset of investors, regulators and government officials to 

be more involved in DAC development and promotion; 

 Coordination: The multidisciplinary involvement of the eco-system of digital content and its 

interrelationship to ministries of telecommunication, culture, education, health, government 

administration, and others
66

; 

 Skills requirements: Lack of high-tech, high-skill base which is required for the development of a 

digital content industry in the region. The skills required for knowledge economies are not just 

limited to high-tech, but also include areas such as management, entrepreneurship and innovation
67

; 

 Availability of training and education: Even if ICT and other related skills needed for the digital 

content industries are not obtained from formal degree courses via universities or tertiary institutions, 

but usually on the job or training program
68

, there is a major need in the region for specialized 

universities in advanced ICT technologies; 

 Availability of skills on the side of users: Education and skills are also needed on the side of the 

user. The education system which would be a good source of basic digital competence to equip the 

younger generations facing serious challenges in the Arab region
69

; 

 Basic literacy: Although the region‟s demographic consists of a large percentage of youth who are 

enthusiastic about new technologies, there are over 100 million illiterates in the region constituting 

about 27% of the total population that require special attention when formulating a ubiquitous DAC 

strategy at national and regional levels.  

 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

It is evident that the potential for a digital content industry in the region is real. A gap between what 

can be done and what is available should provide incentives to governments and the private sector to 

promote growth and development of digital content industries and services in the region. The Arabic 

language should be an effective platform for the region which justifies collaboration and an open market 
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approach
70

. The Arabic language should have been a strong driver for the DAC industry, as it naturally 

facilitates a regional market for local companies. However, the tendency in some countries, especially in the 

GCC countries, to use other languages, even in official businesses and education has had its adverse effects 

on adoption. Therefore, the setting up of a robust and sustainable content industry in countries of the region 

needs to take the following points into consideration: 

 

 The development of  policies and strategies for DAC development at sectoral, national and regional 

levels; 

 The absolute necessity to improve the penetration and affordability of broadband, particularly in less 

privileged areas, and ensure that all schools have broadband access at all levels; 

 The establishment of national and regional foundations for the DAC industry. These foundations should 

include mechanisms for financing projects and provide advice on partnerships, future directions and 

trends for the DAC industry.  It should monitor and benchmark progress through the suggested indicators 

listed in Appendix III, and advise on issues relating to the enhancement and promotion of digital content; 

 Support and fund research and development in computational linguistics with regional and global 

partnerships to produce tools and software for automatic translation and semantic analysis to ease the 

process of producing grammatically correct text for translated content and to improve the learning process 

of the Arabic language amongst the young generation in the region and beyond;  

 Invest in a regional partnership to develop automated tools for optical character recognition (OCR) for 

Arabic that should provide users with reliable, robust and fast tools for applications such as converting 

paper content into digital form, automatic translation and voice recognition. Support of governments and 

private sector investors for research institutions and universities through grants for development of 

hardware/ software solutions for handling Arabic content is considered essential; 

 Encourage the establishment of content industries for e-Books and e-Learning in the Arabic language;  

 Focus on building capacity in education systems which should start with skills development for teachers 

and school masters. Development of teaching resources must be directed at utilizing open standards, so 

that market mechanisms for the development of teaching aids are enabled at the regional level. High level 

training for handling sophisticated content is also necessary to ensure the availability of skilled resources 

to handle DAC‟s special requirements; 

 Participate, in collaboration with countries in the region, in the launching of regional DAC awards for 

individuals, the business sector and government institutions, similar to what was started by ESCWA in 

2007. Award programmes are essential incentives for young entrepreneurs and university students to 

compete with ideas and inventions and will provide incubators and investors with projects which they can 

host as start-ups for possible launching of new products and services in the DAC industry; 

 Encourage local/regional universities to partner with the industry, incubators and professional 

associations in designing academic and professional courses in digital content development and 

processing with particular emphasis on Arabic. Universities should also be encouraged to initiate joint 

research projects on digital content processing and computational linguistics topics; 

 Launch an awareness campaign through media, directed at schools and the young, on the beauty and 

wealth of the Arabic language, its heritage and culture, and the importance of preserving it through the 

process of digitization; 

 Governments should consider the establishment of funds and encourage the banking sector in introducing 

venture capital support for start-ups and the creation of SME in DAC industry sector. 
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APPENDIX (I) 
 

LIST OF ESCWA REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS ON DAC 

 

 

# Date Reference Title in English Title in Arabic Language 

1 19 June 2003 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2003/WG/

2/21 
Expert Group Meeting on DAC Consolidation اجتماع خبساء حىل تعزيزانمحتىي انسقمي انعسبي A 

2 23 April 2003 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2003/3 Enhancing and improving Arabic content on 

digital networks 
 A تعزيز وتحسيه انمحتىي انعسبي في انشبكاث انسقميت

3 3 Oct. 2003 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2003/10 Arab Content Initiative مبادزة انمحتىي انعسبيت A 
4 29 Aug. 2005 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2005/4 Digital Arabic Content: Opportunities, priorities 

and directions 
 A انفسص والأونىياث وانتىجهاث: انمحتىي انسقمي انعسبي

5 31 Oct. 2005 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2005/7 ICT Bulletin No. 4  (4)وشسة تكىىنىجيا انمعهىماث والاتصالاث A 
6 29 June 2007 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2007/7 Virtual Workshop on Enhancing DAC Industries  وزشت عمم افتساضيت حىل تعزيز صىاعت  انمحتىي

 انسقمي انعسبي
A 

7 Dec. 2009 http://css.escwa.org.lb/ICTD/

1107/1-2.pdf  
Promotion of the Digital Arabic Content 

Industry through Incubation 
انتسويج نصىاعت  انمحتىي انسقمي انعسبي مه خلال 

 انحاضىاث انتكىىنىجيت
E 

8  
22 March 2010 

E/ESCWA/ICTD/2010/Tech

nical Paper.1 
 A Survey on Digital Arabic Content: software, 

applications, and needs assessment 
 

بسمجياته وتطبيقاته وتقييم : عسبيمسح نهمحتىي انسقمي ان

 احتياجاته
A 

9  
22 March 2010 

E/ESCWA/ICTD/2010/Tech

nical Paper.2 
Models for Business Plan, Marketing and Multi-

stakeholder Partnerships for the DAC industry 
وماذج نبسامج الأعمال وخطط انتسىيق وانشساكاث نصىاعت 

 انعسبيانمحتىي انسقمي 
A 

10 22 March 2010 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2010/Tech

nical Paper.3 
Development Of Digital Arabic Content: 

Incubation Requirements And Training Needs 
 A تطىيس انمحتىي انسقمي انعسبي مه خلال الاحتضان

11 May 2010 10-0206-May 2010-1000 Promotion of the digital Arabic content industry 

through incubation 
مشسوع تعزيز صىاعت  انمحتىي انسقمي انعسبي في 

 انحاضىاث انتكىىنىجيت
A,E 

12 13 April 2011 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2011/Tech

nical Paper.3 

Mechanisms for community-driven interactive 

Arabic multimedia content 

نياث نبىاء محتىي عسبي تفاعهي متعدد انىسائط نهمجتمعاث آ

 انبىاباث الإنكتسوويت انمجتمعيت : انمحهيت

A 

13 March 2012 E/ESCWA/ICTD/2011/4 Regional Profile of the Information Society in 

Western Asia 2011 
 A,E  2011 ملامح مجتمع انمعهىماث في غسبي آسيا

http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/ictd/workshop/forum_a/docs/Digital%20Arabic%20Content%20Opportunities,%20priorities%20and%20strategies.pdf
http://www.escwa.un.org/divisions/ictd/workshop/forum_a/docs/Digital%20Arabic%20Content%20Opportunities,%20priorities%20and%20strategies.pdf
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APPENDIX II 
 

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF OECD COUNTRY POLICY INITIATIVES FOR DIGITAL CONTENT
71

 
 

 Overarching digital content policy Institution 

Australia Digital Content Strategy/Digital Content Industry Action 

Agenda/Strategic Framework for the Information Economy 

2004-2006/National Broadband Strategy 

Department of Communications, Information 

Technology and the Arts 

Austria eContent: Initiative/Multimedia Business Austria Ministry of Economic Affairs and Labour 

Belgium Digitalisation du patrimoine scientifique et culturel des 

Établissements Scientifiques Fédéraux (ESF) 

Ministre de la Politique Scientifique 

Czech 

Republic 

Participation in the eContent(plus) programme of the EU Ministry of Informatics 

Denmark Programmes that aim to foster the development and diffusion of 

digital content 

Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and 

Innovation/Danish Ministry of Culture 

France  Audiovisual sector and content policy for the information 

society 

Ministry of the Economy, Finance and 

Industry, Ministry of Culture and 

Communication, Prime Minister Directorate 

for media development 

Germany Information Society Germany 2010 (ID2010) Federal Ministry of Economics and 

Technology 

Hungary Initiatives in the field of digital content, public sector 

information and cultural content 

Ministry of Informatics and Communications 

Ireland Strategy for the Digital Content Industry in Ireland/Digital 

content steering group 

Forfas, Department of Enterprise, Trade and 

Employment/Enterprise Ireland 

Italy eContent Policies and Actions Plans/Interministerial 

Commission on digital content in the Internet era 

Minister for Innovation and 

Technology/Sviluppo Italia/Innovazione 

Italia/Ministry of Education, University and 

Research 

Japan  Promotion policy for content business/e-Japan Priority Policy 

Program 2004/Intellectual Property Strategic Program 2005 

Intellectual Property Strategy Headquarters, 

Cabinet Secretariat/MIC/METI 

Korea New Growth Engine, Digital Contents Industry Broadband IT 

Korea 2007/IT 839 Strategy/Digitization of Public Information 

Resources/Digital Contents Industry Promotion Policies 

Ministry of Information and 

Communication/Korean National 

Computerization Agency 

New 

Zealand 

Digital Strategy/National Content Strategy/Government‟s 

Growth for Innovation Framework/R&D Strategy for creative 

industries 

New Zealand Trade and Enterprise/Minister 

of Information Technology, Minister of 

Communications/Ministry of Culture and 

Heritage 

Norway Norway‟s Strategy for Electronic Content/Public sector 

information programmes 

Norwegian Ministry of Trade and 

Industry/Ministry of Modernisation 

Portugal Information Society Action Plan (PASI) Directorate General for development of the 

Information Society, Ministry for the 

Information Society 

Switzerland No overall content policy but various thematically oriented 

policies, such as in the field of digital geographical information  

(e-geo) or media art programmes 

Federal Office of Topography, Federal office 

of Culture and others 

United 

Kingdom 

Digital Strategy March 2005/Creative industries 

Taskforce/Digital Content Forum 

Prime Minister‟s Office/Department of 

Culture, Media and Sport/Department of 

Trade and Industry 

United 

States 

New Generation of American Innovation (Promoting 

Innovation and Economic Security through Broadband 

Technology)/Universal Service Program with the Schools and 

Libraries Program 

Federal Communications Commission/White 

House (A new generation of American 

Innovation) 

EU eContent(plus) programme/eEurope Action Plan/High-level 

Group on DRMs/6th Framework Programme (IST)/Directive on 

re-use of public sector information/Audiovisual Policy 

DG Information Society/DG Education and 

Culture 

Source: OECD.  This table provides examples and is not meant to be comprehensive. Activities of Intellectual Property 

Right Offices not included. 
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APPENDIX III 

 
A PROPOSED LIST OF DIGITAL CONTENT INDICATORS

72
 

 

S.N. Proposed List of Digital Content Indicators Source 

1 Proportion of Internet users by language, country level WSIS proposed 

2 Proportion of Internet users by language, top ten languages, global level WSIS proposed 

3 Proportion of web pages, by language WSIS proposed 

4 Number of domain name registrations for each country-code-top-level domain, weighted by population WSIS proposed 

5 Number and share of Wikipedia articles by language WSIS proposed 

6 IP counts (Millions) ARO-ITU 

7 Internet Hosts (Millions) ARO-ITU 

8 Number of cctld in the top 1 M sites ARO-ITU 

9 Number of Internet Sites (in gtld) ARO-ITU 

10 Digital Content Used per capita, country, language Month (GB) ARO-ITU 

11 Cost of 1M b/s per Month ARO-ITU 

12 Local Market Share of the Leading Search Engine ARO-ITU 

13 Number of Wikipedia articles per language per million speakers ARO-ITU 

14 Number of “country code top-level domains” per 1000 residents per Economy OECD 

15 Number of Facebook subscribers per 1000 residents per economy OECD 

16 Number of online newspapers per 1 million residents per economy OECD 

17 Number of streaming online radio stations per 1 million residents per Economy OECD 

18 Number of Flickr photos geotagged per 1000 residents per Economy OECD 

19 Number of YouTube uploads per 1000 residents per Economy OECD 

20 Number of web pages per language OECD 

21 Number of Wikipedia articles per language OECD 

22 Number of Blogs per language OECD 

23 Number of tweets per language OECD 

24 Existence of a national initiative for promoting Digital Arabic Content (DAC) in a country ESCWA 

25 Existence of cyber legislation related to the copyright of digital content in a country ESCWA 

26 Existence of a registered Arabic ccTLD (country code Top Level Domain) ESCWA 

27 Percentage of DAC to the total content available in all languages under the ccTLD ESCWA 

28 Number of registered national domain names per 1000 inhabitants ESCWA 

29 Percentage of Arabic websites visited of top 100 websites visited in a country ESCWA 

30 Percentage of DAC to the total available in all languages on the Internet ESCWA 

31 Percentage of Arab Internet users of total Internet users ESCWA 

32 Number of Arabic search engines available on the Internet ESCWA 

33 Share of Arabic language used on social networking platforms (%) ESCWA 
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